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Bereavement fund set up for children
of emergency services
A specialist bereavement support service
has been launched in England to help
children and families whose parents or
close relatives have been killed while on
duty with one of the emergency services.
The bereavement support scheme
offered by the Joint Emergency Services
Charities provides ongoing help to
children and young people under the
age of 25 and their families through a
programme of comprehensive support,
including face-to-face sessions with
specialist practitioners if needed.
The cost of the first year of operation
was met by a welcome donation from
the Blue Lamp Foundation, but further
set-up costs and the ongoing service
is being funded out of an endowment
granted to the Joint Emergency Services
Bereavement Fund. The £1m endowment
was awarded from the Libor fines
funding.

The emergency services charities are
working in partnership with childhood
bereavement charity Winston’s Wish who
have almost 25 years specialist experience
of supporting families bereaved in
traumatic circumstances.
Under the scheme, specialist bereavement
support will be available to the surviving
relatives of members of the English
ambulance, fire, coastguard, search and
rescue, air ambulance and police services,
as well as volunteers under their direct
control, who are killed while on duty as a
direct consequence of their work.
Bereavement support, which can also be
via telephone or e-mail as well as face to
face, is available to children and young
people who have been affected by a
parent’s death, as well as other immediate
family including parents, guardians and
siblings. Support can be offered even if
the death occurred some time ago. Group

sessions may also be held involving other
bereaved families.
The bereavement fund is managed by
TASC, The Ambulance Staff Charity,
on behalf of all of the participating
emergency services charities.
Families or organisations working with
bereaved children and young adults can
also obtain guidance or bereavement
support by calling the Winston’s Wish
Freephone Helpline on 08088 020 021
between 9am and 5pm Monday to Friday.
Calls are free and confidential. Winston’s
Wish can also provide publications suitable
to the circumstances.
To find out more about the support
available, please visit the Winston’s Wish
webpage: www.winstonswish.org.uk/
emergencyservices.

Emergency Services Show
The Emergency Services Show, the leading
UK annual event for all emergency services
personnel, brings the sector together with
the single aim of improving public safety.
The Show reflects the importance the
services are placing on finding new ways
of working together for the mutual benefit
of the individual organisations involved
and for the benefit of the public they all
serve.

requirement for more space took the event
to the NEC in Birmingham from 2013,
moving this year to Hall 5, the NEC’s most
prestigious event space. The 2017 Show,
20-21 September, will be the biggest ever
from organisers Broden Media.

The Emergency Services Show is a
marketplace for an emergency services
industry looking to drive efficiencies
through collaboration.
The first Show was held in 2006 at The
Royal Horticultural Halls in London with
just 90 exhibitors and 1,000 visitors. The
Show grew and moved to Stoneleigh Park
where it was held from 2007 to 2012. The
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Welcome to a new era for On The Bell
and In Attendance magazines
Dear Reader,

organisations and individuals and we
will do the best we can to publish your
submissions where space permits in the
magazines or on the newsfeed section
of the website.

I am very pleased indeed to be writing
to you as the new publisher of the
emergency services publications In
Attendance and On the Bell following
the recent retirement of Christine Elliott
of Gateacre Press who, with her late
husband, Zane, ran the magazines for
over 30 years.

Finally, for the first time, we are offering
serving and retired members of the
emergency services a completely FREE
electronic subscription to the magazines.
Registration can be enabled via the In
Attendance or On the Bell websites, by
calling our main switchboard on 01484
534323 or emailing Alicia Greenhalgh at
alicia@dandmheritage.co.uk.

We will be publishing four editions of
each magazine during 2017, of which
this is the first, and we will be gradually
introducing some changes to content
and format during the year ahead.
I am delighted that the experienced,
highly professional editorial and
design team of Neil Wallington, Brian
Leatherbarrow and Ryan Wilson have
joined us from Gateacre and they will be
working with me and our administrative
staff who are based at our head office
in Huddersfield. Alicia Greenhalgh is the
main administrator for the magazines
and she reports to Hazel Goodes,
Publishing Project Manager.
For many years I have admired the
important work that the emergency
services carry out and I am very pleased
to now have this opportunity to help
support their work by producing and

Thank you very much for your support.
distributing this publication entirely free
of charge to fire, ambulance and police
stations throughout the UK.

Yours sincerely,

In order to do this, this magazine is
dependent on the generosity and
goodwill of many businesses, charities
and other supporters who buy
advertising space from our excellent
sales team, Mike Murphy and Paul
Johnson, so my thanks to all our regular
advertisers and to the new ones too!

Publisher

We welcome editorial content from
any of the emergency services as well
as from relevant suppliers, support

Jeremy Mills

In Attendance and On the Bell

In Attendance and On the Bell
are published quarterly by
D&M Heritage Limited
Unit 7, Park Valley Mills,
Meltham Road,
Huddersfield
HD4 7BH.

In Attendance – The Magazine of the British Firefighter
and On The Bell – The Journal Of The Emergency Services
are circulated every quarter to Fire & Rescue, Police, and Ambulance Services

In Attendance
SUMMER 2016

throughout the United Kingdom.

SUMMER 2016

BRITISH FIREFIG HTER
THE MAGAZI NE OF THE

THE JOURNAL OF THE

EMERGENCY SERVICES

We continue to welcome your Press Releases that can include reports
of operational incidents, and news of new vehicles and equipment,
new premises, training, personnel including appointments
Ser vices
Of The Emergency
Bell’ The Journal
Featuring ‘On The

and retirements, fund raising, sporting and social events.

Featuring ‘In Attendance’

- The Magazine of the
British

Firefighter

Please contact: 01484 534323
or visit: www.inattendance.co.uk or www.onthebell.co.uk
www.onthebell.co.uk
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UNIVERSITY OF HUDDERSFIELD

Investigative psychologist
delves into geographic profiling
to track tiger kidnappers,
North and South of the border
Investigative psychologist interviews convicted criminals to
observe patterns in the geographic profiling of tiger kidnapping
After interviewing dozens of convicted
criminals, a University of Huddersfield
lecturer has amassed and analysed data
that could help police solve a range of
serious crimes – including the offence
dubbed ‘Tiger Kidnapping’.

of Ireland. In the North, the perpetrators
tended to be ex-paramilitaries, meaning
that they remained within their
communities and would keep victims
in their own homes in some cases. In
contrast, offenders in the Republic would
move their kidnap victims a much greater
distance away from the initial kidnap
location.

Dr John Synnott, who is a Senior Lecturer
and Assistant Course Director for the
Investigative Psychology MSc course at
the University, has explored the distances
and the journeys made by armed robbers
after committing their crimes. In doing
so, he has expanded the field known as
‘geographic profiling’, established as a
useful tool in detection.

The convicted criminals interviewed by Dr
Synnott provided him with many insights,
for example on how getaway routes
are planned. And although the article
describes research into tiger kidnapping,
the findings have wider relevance, by
expanding the remit of geographical
profiling.

In his article describing the research, Dr
Synnott focuses on tiger kidnapping,
which he defines as “the abduction of
a person of importance to a victim –
generally a bank manager – in which
that person is used as collateral until the
victim complies with the requests of the
offenders.”
“This is accomplished by using a picture of
the victim’s loved ones under gun point,
or, through the desperate persuasion of
the victim to get the assistance of their
colleagues, which may be necessary to
complete the act. When the money has
been secured the victim is then told of a
location in which to meet the criminals to
hand over the cash,” writes Dr Synnott.
There was a wave of these offences
in Ireland and Dr Synnott, who is Irish
himself, decided to investigate. In his
article, he adds that: “One of the hallmark
features of this crime is the vast number of
individual locations which are incorporated
within the offence. As a consequence,
these features facilitate the possibility
of a systematic analysis of the locations
used and the spatial processes inherent to
them”.
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Until now, this has been largely restricted
to making predictions of the residential
base of an offender, according to the
article.

When Dr Synnott began his research,
police forces north and south of the
border provided data and he set up
interviews with offenders in five jails in the
Republic.
“At the time there was no-one convicted
of the offence of tiger kidnapping, so I
interviewed armed offenders and asked
how they managed their getaway from
the crime and that gave us additional
qualitative information that could be
used to help with the interpretation of
the quantitative data collected,” said Dr
Synnott.
Among his findings was that there were
significant differences in the nature of
tiger kidnapping in the North and South

But geographic profiling should go
further, argues Dr Synnott, extending
“to a study of criminal geography
generally; for example understanding
where offenders travel to after crime
and why they might choose one location
over another. Understanding criminal
geography in all its forms will naturally
contribute to any prediction based models
on the residential location of offenders
and beyond.”

• The 2016 article Variations in the
Journey from Crime: Examples from
Tiger Kidnapping, by John Synnott,
David Canter, Donna Youngs and
Maria Ioannou, is in Journal of
Investigative Psychology and Offender
Profiling.

www.onthebell.co.uk

WALES POLICE

First all-Wales
Deputy Chief Constable
appointed
Bob Evans has been appointed to the
new post of all-Wales Deputy Chief
Constable. His role will be to assist the
Police and Crime Commissioners and
Chief Constables in Wales to explore and
develop the potential for collaboration. Mr
Evans takes up his position on 1st April.
Alun Michael, Police and Crime
Commissioner for South Wales and Chair
of the all Wales Policing Group said:
“This is a very welcome development in
enabling the Welsh forces to collaborate
together and with others in order to
improve the service for the communities of
Wales. The four Commissioners in Wales
have joined to support the devolution of
policing to Welsh Government and with
Chief Constables and have agreed to work
together to plan for that eventuality.
“As well as collaboration between police
forces, Bob Evans will also be looking
at opportunities for more effective joint
working with forces and other devolved
and non-devolved public bodies.
“The Future Generations Act requires
public bodies in Wales to identify areas
where they can work together to provide
services to the people of Wales, and that is
something we welcome.”

Mr Evans will also assist the Commissioners
and Chief Constables to develop ways of
dealing with such matters as the potential
implications for governance, inspection,
complaints and joint work to combat
organised crime and terrorism.
Bob Evans was most recently the Assistant
Chief Constable, Police Adviser to the UK
National Offender Management Service
and UK Head of Profession for Police
Prison Intelligence. He was seconded from
his home Force of South Wales Police.
During his career Mr Evans has undertaken
a range of specialist and operational
roles. These have been in the fields of
Intelligence, corruption prevention,
organised crime, specialist operations,
criminal justice, inspections and
performance management.
His operational command includes three
years commanding Swansea North and
three years as the Commander for Cardiff.
During that time he was responsible
for policing over 50 major sporting and
social events including three FA cup finals
and numerous international and state
occasions.
For over two years he was seconded to
Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary

as the first peer-led Basic Command Unit
Inspector for Wales and Central England,
carrying out 21 in-depth inspections and
improvement plans.
He has vast experience across all areas
of policing – both from an operational
perspective and in various strategic roles,
including at the UK National Offender
Management Service and Her Majesty’s
Inspectorate of Constabulary.
Mr Evans, who was awarded the Queen’s
Policing Medal in 2010, said: “I am
immensely proud to have been given this
opportunity as the first all-Wales Deputy
Chief Constable and I am looking forward
to working with Commissioners and Chief
Constables up and down the country to
enhance policing services for the people of
Wales.”

Welsh Police drink/drug driving winter
campaign results show a slight increase
Over 18,000 people in Wales were
stopped and tested for drink driving or
driving whilst under the influence of drugs,
during the recent All Wales Winter Anti
Drink/Drug Driving Campaign.
The police campaign was launched by
South Wales Police on the 1st December
with the help of Angela Coen whose son,
Arran, sadly died as a result of getting
behind the wheel when he was over the
drink drive limit.
Following the conclusion of the campaign
on New Year’s Day, officers had stopped
and tested 18,408 drivers at the roadside.
All Wales Strategic Lead for Roads Policing,
Assistant Chief Constable Jeremy Vaughan
of South Wales Police, said, “Overall in
Wales, we have seen a slight increase in
www.onthebell.co.uk

the number of arrests, refusals or failures
compared to last year. Our message
to those drivers is clear, don’t mix any
amount of alcohol, no matter how small,
with driving. It simply isn’t safe. Statistics
speak for themselves, and it is clear that
after consuming alcohol or drugs, the
chances of you being involved in a collision
increases dramatically.
“We would like to thank the public of
Wales for their assistance in providing
us with information about drink drivers
and we would like to reassure them that
we will continue to use intelligence and
technology to target those minority of
drivers who continue to flout the law.
“I would like to urge the public to listen
to Angela Coen’s story and we will
continue to work with our partners and

communities to ensure that drink and drug
driving is viewed as totally unacceptable.”
Susan Storch, Chair of Road Safety Wales
said, “Driving whilst under the influence of
drink or drugs is unacceptable and anyone
caught faces a minimum 1 year driving
ban, an unlimited fine and even a prison
sentence. Every year, families have to deal
with the devastating effects of losing a
loved one because of a small minority
who choose to drink or take drugs and
then drive – something which is entirely
avoidable.
“We’d like to thank partners and members
of the public who continue to support us
by spreading the Anti Drink Drug Driving
message and in particular the emergency
services who continue to work tirelessly
keeping us safe on the roads in Wales.”
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METROPOLITAN POLICE

Met wins Outstanding
Security Performance Award
Officers from the Metropolitan
Police’s MetTrace team and staff from
SmartWater celebrated joint success at
the Outstanding Security Performance
Awards (OSPAs) at an event held in
central London on Thursday, 2 March.
The team and staff won the award
for Outstanding Security Partnership
and received it in front of more than
330 fellow security professionals who
attended the event at the London
Marriott Hotel in Grosvenor Square.
The OSPAs recognise and reward
companies, partnerships and individuals
from across the national security sector.
The event is designed to be both
independent and inclusive, providing
an opportunity for outstanding
performers to be recognised and their
success celebrated. The criteria for the
awards are based on extensive research
that contributes to and characterises
outstanding performance. This is the first
time that the awards have been held in
the UK.
The event saw the Met and SmartWater
nominated alongside seven other
security partnerships across 14 award
categories.
Commander Julian Bennett said:
“It was a great privilege to attend the
award ceremony and to witness the Met
and SmartWater win this prestigious
partnership award.
“MetTrace is a key part of the burglary
prevention strategy and the 29 per cent
reduction in MetTrace areas over the last
22 months compared to the 5.6 per cent
reduction in non MetTrace areas speaks
for itself in terms of outstanding success.
“I am grateful to the MetTrace team and
to the many officers and staff across
the Met who have worked so hard in
implementing this work.”
Detective Chief Superintendent Iain
Raphael, who has led the project from
the beginning, said:
“I am delighted that MetTrace and
SmartWater have been formally
recognised as an outstanding
partnership by the security sector.
“Since the start of the project three
years ago, there have been 3000 less
8 | ON THE BELL Spring 2017

Top ten tips
for securing
your home:
1. Don’t leave your keys or ID
documents within easy reach of doors,
letterboxes or windows.
Alan Given from SmartWater (second from
left) and Ch. Supt. Iain Raphael (last on right)
receive their OSPA.

burglaries in MetTrace areas. Looking at
this another way, for policing this means
that over 56,000 police officer hours
can be focused in other areas. For me
this highlights both the importance and
impact crime prevention and private/
public approaches can deliver and we
need to do more of this.
“I’d like to give my personal thanks to all
the officers and staff that have helped
roll the strategy out to over 232,000
homes across London. The difference
you are making to families is huge.”
A representative from SmartWater, said:
“SmartWater is delighted that
the ground-breaking work we are
undertaking in partnership with the Met
has been recognised at the Outstanding
Security Performance Awards. Protecting
440,000 homes across London is a
significant challenge, but one that
has seen burglary vastly reduced at a
speed not witnessed in London before.
Working in partnership with the Met is
both exciting and humbling and we are
grateful that the Met has engaged with
the SmartWater Strategy to the point
where Londoners are seeing and feeling
significant benefits. We are proud to be
helping the Met make London a safer
place by transferring fear from victims to
the criminals.”
The Met is continuing to roll-out the
innovative property marking system
named MetTrace, in partnership with
Smartwater, into properties across
London under the MetTrace programme.
Residents are provided with a kit to
mark their property with a unique code
identifiable to any police officer or
second hand goods buyer.

2. Close and lock all doors and windows.
If you have multi-locking door handles,
lift the handle, lock it with the key and
remove it. Remember - LIFT - LOCK REMOVE. Put the key in a safe place out
of sight in case of fire.
3. Lock garages and sheds so garden
tools and ladders can’t be used to break
into your home.
4. Keep side gates locked and wheelie
bins stored behind them.
5. Use timer switches linked to lights
and a radio so it appears that someone
is at home.
6. Invest in a safe for valuables and
sentimental items and securely fix it to a
solid surface.
7. Install a visible intruder alarm system
– burglars don’t want to be seen or
heard.
8. Install low level ‘dusk till dawn’
lighting to increase visibility and deter
burglars.
9. Keep side and rear boundaries high to
restrict access and front boundaries low
to remove hiding places.
10. Photograph and mark valuables and
sentimental items with your postcode
and house number/name.
Register items with serial numbers at:
www.immobilise.com.

For more help
and advice
visit:
www.metbumblebee.org

www.onthebell.co.uk

LANCASHIRE CONSTABULARY

Lancashire Police leaders pledge to end
mental health stigma and discrimination at work
Lancashire Constabulary has joined other
emergency services and associations in
signing up to a campaign against mental
health stigma and discrimination in the
workplace.
Chief Constable Steve Finnigan and Police
and Crime Commissioner for Lancashire
Clive Grunshaw have signed the Mind Blue
Light ‘Time to Change’ Pledge.
The charity MIND set up its Blue Light
programme to challenge the stigma
that can be associated with being open
about mental health and to offer support
to members of staff who work in the
emergency services.
According to the World Health
Organisation, stress is the health epidemic
of the 21st century, and we must react
quickly to help our officers and staff
through challenging times for the service,
whether these come about as a result of
work-related stress or trauma, or other
issues outside of work. We know from
a range of surveys and research that on
top of what can be by its very nature a
stressful job, the levels of uncertainty and
change within the service are increasing
stress levels.
Chief Constable Finnigan said: “We are
proud people and we don’t traditionally
come forward to say we are not well or
that we are struggling to cope. It is our
responsibility as leaders within the Police
Service to create the right environment to
provide support for those who need it.
“Given the often relentless nature of
the work that our officers and staff do,
it is crucial that they know they have

our support should they ever have any
difficulties with stress or any other mental
health problems.
“By signing this pledge, we are committing
ourselves to that vital support.”
PCC Clive Grunshaw said: “Police
officers and staff play vital roles in our
communities, supporting the public and
often working in incredibly stressful
situations. The public always tell me how
much they value the work these officers
do.
“We need to ensure we are looking out
for our people. Signing up to Mind’s
‘Time to Change’ pledge is more than just
words, there is a whole action plan behind
it that will provide the support that’s
needed.”

Members of the emergency
services who are concerned about
their wellbeing, or those who are
concerned for a family member,
colleague or friend working for an
emergency service, can contact the
Mind Blue Light Programme on:
0300 303 5999
or bluelightinfo@mind.org.uk

Distracted driving – mobile phones
Since Wednesday 1 March 2017,
new legislation came into effect that
means motorists who are caught
using a mobile whilst driving will
now receive six points on their
licence and a £200 fine, doubling the
previous punishment.
It is hoped that the tougher penalties will
act as a deterrent and encourage people
to think before they pick up a phone
whilst driving.
www.onthebell.co.uk

Whether it’s looking at a text or a new
social media post, streaming a video
behind the wheel, checking emails or
making a phone call, all of these activities
are dangerous.
It diverts attention away from the road
and increases the chances of being
involved in a road collision,
putting not only the driver but others
at risk with potentially devastating
consequences.

The message is clear and simple –
don’t use you mobile phone when
driving.
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POLICE SCOTLAND

New driver scheme launched
in groundbreaking
motor partnership
On Monday 27 February 2017, a new
driver scheme was launched at the John
Pollok Centre in Ayr, aimed at supporting
new and learner drivers, by delivering
hard-hitting presentations to raise
awareness of road safety issues.
In a new partnership with the Motor
Schools Association of Great Britain,
people currently learning to drive in the
South Ayrshire area will be made aware
through associated driving instructors
that sessions are currently being provided
which will be of benefit as part of their
learning journey.
Police Scotland and the Scottish Fire and
Rescue Service will be promoting the
sessions through social media so that local
residents and new drivers know when
a session will be run in their area. Local
business and companies which employ
large fleets of drivers are also being
contacted to see if they could benefit from
the scheme.
Whilst initially contained to Ayrshire
Division, through the support of South
Ayrshire Council, the ambition of partners
is to develop this programme into a
resource which can be deployed across the
country – being of benefit to all learner
drivers and driving instructors. Titled
the ‘New Driver Scheme’, preliminary
discussions are underway to deliver the
presentation through community hubs
across the Ayrshire area before moving
into other areas of Scotland.
The joint presentations, delivered by Police
Scotland and the Scottish Fire and Rescue
service, will supplement the skills taught
by driving instructors, by providing a solid
reminder of the individual responsibilities
that the driver has, both for themselves
and for other road users.

drive but to offer them knowledge and
experience on how to drive safely.

decisions made that day. Permission
has been granted to include ‘dash-cam’
footage which documents the incident in
detail. The footage is used to put hazard
perception into a real-life context with
profound implications.
Constable Craig Beaver, from the Trunk
Road Patrol Group, said: “Too many young
people are involved in serious and fatal
collisions on Scottish roads. Young drivers
may be familiar with the fact that speed
can kill, however, statistics show that
young drivers are more vulnerable on the
road. Our presentation will demonstrate
the consequences for new drivers, their
passengers and other road users if they
drive inappropriately.
“We do a great deal of work in schools
with our partners teaching young people
about the dangers of speeding, but this
programme is about delivering the right
messages to the right audience at the
most appropriate time. This is why we
are so excited to be working with Motor
Schools Association of Great Britain.
“By allowing driving instructors and local
businesses to signpost their students
to these opportunities, we hope to
supplement and address a gap in the
learning journey of new drivers – by
focussing on individual responsibility and
informing drivers of the grave implications
should they drive dangerously or carelessly.

Those participating will be shown an
emotive film developed by Police Scotland
which considers the devastation caused by
a serious road traffic collision on 20 April
2014 on the B769 in Stewarton, which
resulted in the deaths of Patricia Brown
(52) and Alec Stewart (18).

“We have a particular interest in reaching
young drivers, however, all are welcome
to attend. Whether you are a young or
mature learner, a driver who has recently
passed their test, or a concerned relative of
someone learning how to drive, please get
in touch via newdriverscheme@scotland.
pnn.police.uk if you wish to get involved.”

The film features the reflections of Amy
Stewart, sister of Alec, who talks about
the loss of her brother following the

George Barbour, Scottish Fire and Rescue
Service said: “The aim of this programme
is not to lecture new drivers on how to
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“Young drivers (17–24 years old) are at
a much higher risk of having an accident
than older drivers. Drivers aged 17–19 only
make up 1.5% of UK licence holders, but
are involved in 9% of fatal and serious
crashes.
“Young people quickly pick up the
physical skills of driving and, as a result,
feel they have mastered it and are often
over-confident about their driving ability.
However, while the practical skills of
driving can be mastered quickly, some skills
such as hazard perception require more
experience.
“This means young drivers may think
they are in control when they are actually
driving unsafely, and become more likely
to take risks as they believe their skills are
improving.
“Research has found that young drivers
who show overconfidence in selfassessment of their skills are more likely to
crash in their first two years of driving than
those who are insecure about their driving
skills.
“Through presentations and discussion
with police and fire officers, young drivers
can have these issues addressed prior to
life on the road.”
Peter Harvey MBE, National Chairman
of the Motor School Association of
Great Britain, said: “No one is invincible.
It doesn’t matter if you are a younger
driver or older driver, when you are going
through the process of learning how to
drive, or recently passed – driving safely
and with confidence is critical towards
creating a safer environment for all road
users.
“As instructors, we are committed to
instilling this mind-set from the outset and
we are confident this new resource will
strengthen that understanding. We look
forward to informing our students in the
relevant areas to participate in this new
partnership with Police Scotland.”
www.onthebell.co.uk

POLICE SCOTLAND

42 mobile phone offenders
in first week of new fines
Police Scotland has expressed
disappointment with the number of drivers
continuing to use mobile phones and
other devices at the wheel, after heavier
penalties were brought in last week.
Figures released by the service show that
over the two-week campaign to highlight
the new penalties, 210 people were either
given a ticket or reported to the Procurator
Fiscal for the offence.
Over the first five days of the new
penalties being imposed, a total of 42
people were charged or reported.

Deputy Head of Road Policing,
Superintendent Fraser Candlish, said:
“While it is clear that proportionately more
people were caught in the ten days prior
to the new penalties being introduced, this
coincided with a period when there was
a great deal of advertising and publicity
highlighting the change.
“It is extremely disappointing that in the
first five days of the new penalties being
implemented, more than 40 drivers were
still prepared to put the lives of both
themselves and other road users at risk by
using such devices while they were driving.

“There can be no excuse, as there was
widespread public knowledge of the
change. Road Policing Officers will
continue to look out for anyone breaking
the law, and my advice is to simply either
switch off your phone entirely while
driving, or only make or answer a call if
you are parked. Remember, using such a
device if you are stopped at lights, or stuck
in traffic congestion, is still breaking the
law and if you are seen doing it by Police
Officers, you will be charged, so don’t risk
it.”

Officers recognised
at Tayside Community Justice Awards
Police officers and police staff of Tayside
Division were recognised for their
outstanding contributions to keeping
people safe at the Tayside Community
Justice Awards held in Dundee on
Thursday 9 March.
Sergeant Raymond Birnie received the
award of Local Champion for the Angus
Council area. Ray has worked tirelessly to
develop and deliver awareness packages
for parents to help keep their children
and young people safe online, a rapidly
developing area that affects all of our lives.
Detective Sergeants within the Public
Protection Unit received an award for their
outstanding commitment to protecting
vulnerable people across Tayside. Their
role involved identifying threats, risk and
harm involving vulnerable people, leading
on investigations and working closely with
partner agencies.
Detective Sergeant Jackie Gall received
the Public Protection Award. Jackie has
over 24 years experience of protecting
vulnerable people and plays a significant
role in investigations. Her experience,
determination, drive and professionalism
has resulted in excellent standards of
investigation and protection for the
communities of Tayside.
Constable Mark Craig won the award of
Local Champion for Perth and Kinross.
Mark works within the Risk and Concern
Hub and has undertaken detailed work
in the field of child sexual exploitation,
both in terms of awareness raising and in
supporting enforcement activity. Mark’s
www.onthebell.co.uk

work in this area has played a significant
part in protecting vulnerable children and
young people across Tayside.
Linda Christie is the co-ordinator for the
Tayside Appropriate Adult Service and
has won the Support Staff Award. Linda
leads on the provision of the Appropriate
Adult service within Tayside and plays a
significant part in the service nationally.
Her work ensures that the most vulnerable
victims, witnesses and suspects receive
appropriate support throughout their
engagement with the police and partner
agencies. Linda has led in this area for over
eight years and has made outstanding
contributions in this area.
Constable Richard Grieve is the Missing
Persons Coordinator for Tayside Division
and was recognised in the category
Working in Partnership. Richard has
worked tirelessly across Tayside and
Scotland, focussing on issues related
to why people go missing, specifically
children and young people. He also
oversees the coordination of police and
partner agency responses during missing
person enquiries.
Constable Graeme Anderson is the lead
events planning officer for Tayside Division
and has won a Working in Partnership
award. Graeme has extensive experience
of planning large scale events and in
particular has worked tirelessly to ensure
safety and security in football grounds
across Tayside. Coupled with his work on
T in the Park this has helped to ensure the
safety of our communities at large events
over the past year and, indeed, since 2000.

Detective Inspector Graham Binnie was
recognised in the Leadership category.
Graham has extensive experience in
leading Public Protection work across
Tayside. He is responsible for the
establishment and development of the
Tayside Division Risk and Concern Hub,
which deals with all issues relating to
vulnerability. He works daily with a range
of partner agencies and is recognised as a
leader in his field.
Tayside Division Chief Superintendent
Paul Anderson said: “I am delighted that
the excellent work of Tayside Division
police officers and police staff is being
recognised by their peers and partners
across the Tayside Community Justice
Authority.
“The primary role of the police is to keep
people safe and these awards illustrate
the breadth and scope of the duties police
officers and police staff undertake on a
daily basis.
“Often the significant amount and variety
of work in which these individuals are
involved is not fully recognised by the
public.
“Each of the recipients has shown
themselves to be exceptional and worthy
of recognition, but I would like take this
opportunity to remind our communities
that every member of Tayside Division, in
whatever role they carry out, are focused
on doing the very best they can in order
to keep people safe.”
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NORTH WEST AMBULANCE SERVICE

Ambulance service set to save millions
with introduction of electric vehicles
North West Ambulance Service NHS
Trust (NWAS) is set to become more
environmentally friendly as it plans to
introduce electrically powered rapid
response vehicles (RRVs) into its fleet.
NWAS will be one of the first ambulance
services in the country to introduce electric
cars as part of the service’s standard fleet
and it is expected that it could save the
trust up to £2.5m in fuel costs over the
four-year lease period.
RRVs are designed to be able to attend
emergencies quicker than regular
ambulances because they are smaller
and can get through traffic more easily.
Although they don’t generally carry
patients to hospital, they are staffed by
a paramedic who is able to administer
life-saving treatment at the scene of an
emergency.
Neil Maher, Assistant Director Service
Delivery Support for North West
Ambulance Service, said, “The trust
relies heavily on rapid response vehicles
to be able to attend patients as quickly
as possible. The introduction of these
electrically powered cars will not only
provide huge cost savings for the trust,
it will also have a huge impact on our
carbon footprint, reducing the carbon
contribution from our RRVs from 1379.28
tonnes to 100.8 tonnes, a reduction of 73
percent.”
Maintenance and lease costs are also
reduced with the introduction of the new
RRV model, with an overall expected
annual saving of over £4300 per vehicle.
NWAS currently has 174 rapid response
vehicles throughout the North West and
will initially be introducing four electrically
powered vehicles as a trial. The trust will

(From R–L) Stuart Rankine, Vehicle and Equipment Manager for NWAS; Neil Maher, Assistant
Director Service Delivery Support for NWAS; Gary Eaton, Operations Manager for NWAS; and Nick
Withington, Regional Operations Manager for BMW Group, test out the new electrically powered
rapid response vehicle at Rochdale ambulance station.

look to replace all RRVs with the new
electric models gradually in the coming
years once the life-span of the current
vehicles comes to an end.
The four vehicles, initially being trialled
in Bury and Rochdale, will be an updated
version of the BMW i3 model, which has
won various awards including UK Car of
the Year and Green Car of the Year.
The BMW i3 REx AC model, which is
already being used in police and fire and
rescue services in the UK, is equipped
with a system that can support the vehicle
by extending the mileage range using
a small petrol engine that can generate
electricity for the battery. This will only be
used in extreme circumstances but will
provide additional reliability for NWAS.
Neil continues, “Although electric
cars have been around for some time,
improvements in technology from BMW
have allowed the trust to be confident
enough to use them for emergency
response units. The vehicles are fitted with
additional technology meaning the engine
can be powered by petrol in the unlikely
event that the battery does run out. With
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the correct charging routines and future
battery advancement it is hoped that
this system will only be used on a small
number of occasions to allow the Trust to
achieve a target of zero emissions.
“Although the technology available on
the market has not yet advanced far
enough to allow the trust to introduce
electric vehicles throughout its entire
ambulance fleet, this is a very exciting
starting point and we are looking forward
to further advances in the future.”
A number of electric charging points
have been installed across the trust and
the first vehicles are expected to be in
operation by early April.
www.onthebell.co.uk
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Stuart wins
national
award
for
outstanding
service
Congratulations go to Stuart Rankine,
NWAS Vehicle and Equipment
Manager, who was awarded a
prestigious award at this year’s
Ambulance Leadership Forum (ALF),
hosted and run by the Association of
Ambulance Chief Executives.
The annual event is designed to recognise
ambulance service staff who have shown
particular commitment to helping improve
and deliver patient care during the
past year. Stuart was recognised in the
Support Services category for his efforts in
delivering thousands of pounds of savings
across the Trust.
Derek Cartwright, NWAS Chief Executive,
said: “Stuart moved from Operations to
managing a small but significant team,
delivering everything from vehicles to
equipment to uniform, to keep services
running smoothly. Stuart and his team

From left to right: Derek Cartwright, NWAS Chief Executive, with Stuart Rankine, NWAS Vehicle
and Equipment Manager, and his wife Ruth.

have delivered thousands of pounds of
savings across the Trust. They have set
up excellent audit tools, been actively
involved in vehicle design and frequently
produced business cases to the Board
detailing proposed improvements and
efficiencies that ultimately support
frontline services. Stuart is a credit to the
Trust and a true unsung support services
asset.”
Stuart said: “I am proud to receive this
award and I very proud of the team that I
work with who have helped to make it all
possible. I would like to thank Derek for
nominating me and appreciating my work

over the years. I will continue to enjoy my
role within the Trust and look forward to
future challenges.”
This year’s Ambulance Leadership Forum
(ALF), hosted and run by the Association
of Ambulance Chief Executives, was held
at Chesford Grange in Warwickshire on
7–8 Feb 2017.
ALF brings together award recipients from
right across the UK’s Ambulance services
to be recognised for ‘Outstanding Service’
and representing a wide range of delivery
areas from administration right through to
volunteering and welfare.

Paramedics surprise at birthday party
A former patient received an extra shock
at his recent surprise 50th birthday
celebrations when the ambulance crew
that helped to save his life after he
suffered a heart attack also turned up to
wish him a happy birthday.
Stephen Pugh from Oldham started
to feel unwell late in the evening in
March 2013 and became dizzy and then
collapsed. His partner Karen Lee rushed
to find him very unwell and immediately
called 999.
The ambulance crew that responded
that evening were paramedic Jonathan
Reading, emergency medical technician
Dale Ingall and student paramedic
Deborah Webb who treated Stephen
and transported him to Royal Oldham
Hospital.
Stephen said: “I really can’t thank the
crew enough for everything that they
www.onthebell.co.uk

did that night and also again for taking
the time out to come along to give me
a card and wish me a happy birthday. It
means a lot and they were the last people
I expected to see walk in.”
Stephen’s partner Karen got in touch with
North West Ambulance Service to see if it
was possible for the crew to attend and
comments: “I am so extremely grateful
that Jonathan, Dale and Deborah were
able to give up their precious time to help
us mark Stephen’s special milestone. It
gave us all a chance to say thank you for
everything they did in person, as simply
without them Stephen wouldn’t be here.
They are truly lifesavers.”
Jonathan was the supervising paramedic
that night and said: “I really remember
the weather being terrible as it was
snowing and it was tricky getting Stephen
to the ambulance. I was the lead clinician
but it was the brilliant work done by

Jonathan Reading, Stephen Pugh, Dale Ingall
& Deborah Webb

Deborah and Dale that saved Stephen’s
life.
“We were really touched when we heard
that Karen had taken the time to get in
touch and invite us, as clearly the whole
crew’s actions had a large impact on not
only Stephen but his family and friends to
make such a request for us to attend.”
Four years later both Dale and Deborah
are now qualified paramedics and
Deborah says: “It’s unusual for us to find
out what happens to our patients after
we attend to them, which is why for us it
was such a pleasure to see Stephen again
and wish him a happy birthday.”
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MERSEYSIDE POLICE

Helping to put all
of our communities
at the heart
of everything we do
I have been a Police officer for almost 27 years and would
advocate being a police officer as the best career in the world.
I started my career in March 1990 posted as a uniform Constable
to the St Helens area of Merseyside. Those early years saw me
operate as a foot patrol, response and neighbourhood officer. I
also spent a few years on a uniform crime team dealing with issues
in and around St Helens town centre.
In 1996 I embarked on what I thought was a six month attachment
to the CID just to get some experience to take back into my
uniform role. CID offices in those days were a predominantly male
environment full of what I then perceived to be older and very
daunting hard core detectives. I couldn’t have been more wrong!
The attachment turned out to be a huge turning point in my career as I found a natural
affinity to investigative work and a team of colleagues that supported, encouraged and
helped me to develop within that arena. I have worked within the investigative and
intelligence arena ever since.
In 2001 after 11 years as a Constable and Detective Constable I decided to sit the Sergeants
promotion exam. My ambition at that time wasn’t particularly focused on where I am today
and I have approached each rank one at a time.
I became a Detective Sergeant, Detective Inspector and then in 2007 I was posted to
the Major Incident Team at Stanley Road as a DCI (SIO) dealing with complex murder
investigations. My four years of operating within this role feature as one of the best times
of my career (of which there have been many), dealing with a large number of high profile
homicide investigations.
Over the years I have had the privilege of working as a staff officer to Chief Officers,
within the intelligence arena and even a brief spell as Head of the Training academy. I have
genuinely enjoyed every minute of my career but that isn’t to say it’s always been easy.
Being a police officer requires hard work, tenacity, flexibility and most importantly as a Senior
Police officer, no end of humility.
Perhaps the real highlight of my career (which isn’t over yet) came in January 2014 when I
was given the very rare opportunity of attending the FBI National Academy at Quantico in
Virginia, USA. This three month programme saw me training with law enforcement agencies
from across the US and 27 other international countries. It was a fantastic opportunity;
however what I learned most from it is how good Merseyside Police really is when compared
to other organisations.
I am these days an openly gay female operating within the senior ranks of Merseyside Police.
As a young officer embarking on my career I was uncertain and confused about my sexuality
and did not want to be judged or labelled because of who I was or who I might be.
My demons in respect of my sexuality were personal ones and not based on how I was
perceived or treated by others. Once I overcame these demons and identified myself for
who I was, I became happier. I have never made any bold statements or grand gestures in
respect of my sexuality and I only speak for myself and not others, however over the years
my colleagues and peers and have provided me with support, encouragement and friendship
and have played a significant part in giving me the motivation and inspiration to be where I
am today.
Despite a thoroughly enjoyable career throughout my heart and passion is operating in the
detective arena and I am proud to hold only one of two of the most senior detective posts
within the organisation.
Karen Cummings
Detective Chief Superintendent
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Merseyside Police has launched a
campaign to recruit 140 new constables
to the force this year.
The force is committed to providing an
effective service to communities across
Merseyside and we aim to put our
communities first in everything we do.
To do this we need to understand all
of our communities and our officers
and staff should reflect the diverse
communities we serve.
So this year our Positive Action Team
is providing support to people from
under-represented communities, such
as minority faith, black and minority
ethnicity and LGBT (Lesbian Gay Bi-sexual
and Transgender) who want to join an
inclusive organisation that embraces
diversity.
Assistant Chief Constable Ian Critchley,
said: “I am delighted that the force is in a
position to recruit new police officers this
year.
“We want to encourage people from
all our communities, who have the
passion, ability and drive to deliver an
effective policing service, to join us and
help us understand the needs of all our
communities better.
“Quite often when we run recruitment
campaigns we find that there aren’t
many applications from the different
communities we have here on Merseyside,
which for us is disappointing.
“Merseyside Police embraces diversity
and we work as one team to provide the
public of Merseyside with an effective
policing service. People from different
backgrounds, who bring different
experiences and viewpoints in to the
force, can help us to shape the future of
policing the diverse communities we serve
across Merseyside.”
He added: “We are looking for men and
women who thrive on challenges and
are willing to work hard to learn the skills
necessary for this difficult but critical role .
“Being a police officer can be a tough job
but it is also extremely rewarding.
“The skills for being a good police officer
include the ability to work as part of a
team, solve problems and keep calm and
confident in difficult circumstances.
“The role can be both physically
and mentally demanding but it is an
www.onthebell.co.uk

MERSEYSIDE POLICE
I am Sarbjit Kaur and I am a serving police officer within Merseyside
Police, as well as my day job I have five children ranging from four to
22 years old. Since I was a child I always wanted to be a police officer;
because I knew I didn’t want to be like everyone else. I knew I was born
to be different. My dream came true in 2004, at this point I was in my
thirties and had three children, but that didn’t put me off and I just went
for it. I went back to night school and started training for the fitness test,
my hard work paid off as I was accepted by Merseyside Police.
I was posted to Liverpool on patrol which was a great experience working
as part of a team dealing with emergency situations, and protecting
victims and communities which was challenging but also rewarding.
I then qualified as a detective, and I have worked in various departments including the
International Crime Unit, Special Branch, Major Crime unit and Basic Command Units; this allowed
me to become involved in complex investigations.
In 2015 I achieved promotion to Detective Sergeant and I was posted to the Force Intelligence
Bureau. I supported murder investigations, firearm incidents and reducing the threat, harm and
risk facing our communities. In 2016 I was given an opportunity to take up the post of Acting
Detective Inspector which I’m still enjoying.
Early on in my career I recognised I could assist Merseyside Police in raising the awareness and
assist with investigations around forced marriages and honour based abuse. I have delivered
presentations to other forces and agencies around the country, I was also given the opportunity to
speak on an international platform at the International Association of Women Police in 2015. This
is something I am passionate about and I believe everyone has the right to live their life free from
abuse and have the freedom to choose whomever they want to marry.
It is a privilege to be the only Sikh female police officer within Merseyside Police, furthermore,
being part of this family has allowed me to be myself and supported me to pave the way for
future officers. My motivation are my children and I hope I make them proud.
Guru Nanak Dev Ji wrote by conquering your mind, you can conquer the world.

opportunity to make a difference and
ensure that the people who live in
Merseyside feel safe.”

planning, Merseyside Police is in a
position to recruit 140 new police
constables.

Chief Inspector Karen Dowden, from
the force Positive Action Team, added:
“We are looking for dedicated, skilled
and diverse individuals to join us. Positive
Action is a lawful and appropriate way
of redressing the balance and increasing
representation of people from minority
groups in Merseyside Police.

“Merseyside Police works hard for
all the people of Merseyside and is
actively trying to be more reflective of
the wonderfully diverse communities it
serves. This recruitment drive will give
the Force the opportunity to welcome
a host of new people from a wide
range of backgrounds, who have varied
experiences and beliefs but are united in
their commitment to serving the public, to
the Merseyside Police family.

“We are providing support, advice and
guidance to people who fall into these
groups and encourage you to consider
a challenging and rewarding career with
us. If you are from one of these groups
and are interested in finding out more
please contact the positive action team
at Positive.Action.Team@merseyside.pnn.
police.uk.”
Merseyside’s Police Commissioner Jane
Kennedy said: “It’s great news that,
thanks to some very careful financial

“Merseyside Police is looking for brave,
dedicated, passionate individuals who
want to represent their communities and
help others. If you fit the bill, I would
encourage you to apply!”
The recruitment process will be open
from 9am on Monday, 9 January, but
applications will not be considered after
the Force receives 2000 applications.

Constable Azizur
Rahman, said: “I have
been a police officer
for more than nine
years, serving the
Liverpool area. The first
half of my service was
working as a patrol
officer. Over the last
few years I have been
working in
a neighbourhood support role, dealing with
long term issues in the neighbourhood. I
currently serve Speke, Garston and Hunts
Cross.
“I was interested in becoming a police officer
from quite a young age. My interest was
strengthened after meeting a police liaison
officer whilst I was at secondary school. The
officer talked about the role, what it entailed
and the career opportunities that were
available.
“One of my earliest memories of the police
in action was from watching a television
programme called Starsky and Hutch.
“The role of a police officer is so varied that
no two days are the same. I deal with matters
ranging from anti-social behaviour, burglaries,
theft, to domestic issues.
“I work alongside very dedicated colleagues
and a strong supportive team.
“Merseyside police have provided me with
invaluable training, which has allowed me to
develop the skills and knowledge required
in my role. They have been supportive and
flexible to my personal needs and this was
prevalent during the month of Ramadan. I
was able to adjust my working hours to allow
me to observe fasting.”

Anyone aged over 18 is eligible to
apply. There is no upper age limit
for applications but the compulsory
retirement age for a police officer is 60.
All applicants must pass a police
selection process and complete a training
programme.
Anyone who wishes to apply can
find the application form on the
Merseyside Police website:
www.merseyside.police.uk

Merseyside Police Federation hands over
£20,000 cheque to cancer charity
Merseyside Police Federation has
presented a cheque for £20,000 to a local
cancer support charity.
The money was raised from proceeds of
a police federation charity night held in
November.
Sunflowers Cancer Support, which
received the money, gives local support,
www.onthebell.co.uk

counselling and therapies to those
affected by cancer in the Liverpool area.
Pictured left to right are Pete Singleton,
chairman of Merseyside Police
Federation; Jane Dean from Merseyside
Police Federation; Emma Squibb from
Sunflowers and Collette Knox from
Merseyside Police Federation.
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SECAmb vehicles to carry
important 999
and 111 messages
South East Coast Ambulance Service NHS
Foundation Trust (SECAmb) is supporting
NHS England in a public information
campaign on when to call 999 and NHS
111.
All of the Trust’s operational ambulances
and cars will carry messages on how the
two services work together.
The posters, which have been designed
and funded by NHS England, have this
week started to be placed on vehicles.
The Trust hopes the posters will help
remind people that 999 is for serious and
life-threatening emergencies only and to
contact NHS 111 when they require urgent

advice and assistance for conditions that
are not life-threatening.
SECAmb Head of Fleet and Logistics John
Griffiths said: “We are pleased to be
able to assist in ensuring these important
messages are communicated to the
public via our vehicles. We hope that the
presence of the posters on highly visible
ambulances and cars will remind people to
make the right choice.”
Dr Helen Thomas, National Medical
Advisor for Integrated Urgent Care said:
“It’s really good to see the NHS 111 nonemergency number sitting alongside 999
on these ambulances.

Trust appoints
new Independent
Non-Executive Director
South East Coast Ambulance Service NHS
Foundation Trust (SECAmb) is pleased
to announce the appointment of a new
Independent Non-Executive Director.
Dr Angela Smith, from Brighton, will
initially serve a three-year term running
until February 2020, and replaces Trevor
Willington whose final term of office
ended at the end of January.
While her career was mostly focused on
the International Financial Services Sector,
Angela spent some time as a Partner at
KPMG and retired recently from a senior
public sector role. Through her career
Angela has gained substantial Board and
Committee experience, chairing several
Finance and Risk Committees.
Angela joins fellow independent nonexecutives, Sir Peter Dixon (Interim
Chairman), Lucy Bloem, Tim Howe,
Graham Colbert, Al Rymer and Terry
Parkin. She will chair the Trust’s Audit
Committee.
Welcoming the appointment, SECAmb
Chairman Peter Dixon, said: “I’m delighted
that Angela has joined the Board. I look
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Dr Angela Smith

forward to working with her and I know
her wealth of experience will ensure she
makes a strong contribution to the Trust.”
Angela said: “Ambulance services are a
critical part of the NHS and an essential
feature of modern British life. SECAmb
is particularly noted for its dedicated and
caring colleagues and I am delighted to
have this opportunity to contribute.”

“This gives a clear message that 999 is
for life-threatening emergencies – but if
you’re in need of urgent help and it’s not
an emergency there is another number to
call – NHS 111.
“The service is now helping around 15
million callers a year to get the right care
in the right place, first time – reducing
pressure on A&E and 999 services.”

SECAmb tutor
recognised
at national awards
A South East Coast Ambulance Service
(SECAmb) tutor has been recognised at
the annual Ambulance Association of
Chief Executive (AACE) awards.
Paramedic Practice Educator, Kimberley
Alexander, based at Leatherhead,
Surrey, was nominated by the Trust in
the tutor and educator category for her
enthusiasm, experience and empathy for
students.
Having worked incredibly hard as a
student herself prior to qualifying as a
paramedic, she is extremely dedicated to
her role and has supported a number of
CPD activities for both students and staff
during the last 12 months.
She regularly attends the University of
Surrey, who supported the nomination, to
support practical teaching sessions during
her own time.
She was also heavily involved in the Trust’s
‘Restart a Heart’ day held at the university
helping to train hundreds of individuals,
including students, lecturers and members
of the public, in CPR.
SECAmb Acting Chief Executive, Geraint
Davies said: “I was delighted to be
present to witness Kimberley receive her
award. She is a very worthy winner and I
would like to thank her for her continued
commitment to her role.”
Kimberley said: “I was very surprised but
proud to win an award for something I
thoroughly enjoy doing. I myself had an
amazing mentor and feel it has impacted
on my practice and teaching now.”
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Trust announces appointment
of new Chairman
South East Coast Ambulance Service NHS
Foundation Trust (SECAmb) is pleased to
announce the appointment of Richard
Foster as its new Chairman.

In welcoming Richard to the Trust, Lead
Governor for SECAmb Brian Rockell
said: “I am pleased that the Council of
Governors has been able to appoint a
person with the experience we need to
this important position. I would also like
to take this opportunity to thank Sir Peter
Dixon for his commitment to the vital
role as Interim Chairman, over the past
12 months. We are all looking forward to
working with Richard in the near future.”

Following an extensive recruitment process
and appointment by the Trust’s Council of
Governors, Richard will join the Trust on
31 March 2017.
He will replace Interim Chairman Sir
Peter Dixon who has served as the Trust’s
Chairman for the past 12 months.
Richard, who has lived with his family in
Kent and Surrey for more than 25 years,
has held senior positions in the public and
voluntary sectors. His career has seen him
serve as Chair, CEO, Trustee, Executive
Director and Non-Executive Director of a
variety of large, complex, public, voluntary
and private sector bodies.
He was Chief Executive of the Crown
Prosecution Service (CPS) between
2001–2007 and began his career at the
Department of Employment in the 1970s.

Richard Foster

More recently he has chaired the Criminal
Cases Review Commission from 2008.

Richard added: “I am honoured to have
been appointed chairman of SECAmb and
look forward to working with the Council
of Governors, the Board, our new CEO
Daren Mochrie and all SECAmb staff. I
know that the Trust has been through
difficult times recently. But I am equally
confident that by working together, and
by keeping patient need and patient care
at the heart of everything we do, that we
can restore public trust and confidence
by delivering what we all want, the best
possible public service.”

Family reunited with ambulance team
as children praised for quick thinking
A Brighton family was able to spend
Christmas together thanks to their
children raising the alarm when their dad
collapsed at home in cardiac arrest.
Sisters Lilly-May Williams, nine, and MiyaRose Williams, six, were instructed to find
their dad’s Rob Williams’ phone by older
brother Grant Briant, 14, when Rob, 48,
collapsed at the family’s then home in
Eastbourne.
They trio have been praised for their swift
actions on the morning of 10 November
last year and received commendation
certificates when the family and
ambulance team were reunited at Carden
Primary School in Brighton, where the
girls are pupils.
The siblings worked together and
contacted their mum Debbie who in turn
dialled 999 as she rushed home from a
shopping trip with a friend in a taxi.
Debbie remained calm as she explained
the situation and was soon home where
she and her friend followed advice over
the phone and commenced CPR.
Control room staff, including Lewes
Ambulance Dispatcher Jo Smith, ensured
www.onthebell.co.uk

help was quick to arrive with ambulance
crew Paramedic Matthew Courtnell and
Emergency Care Support Worker, Aaron
Brett, first on scene. They were joined by
Paramedic Sarah Dumelow and Student
Paramedic Scott Morley. Eastbourne
Community First Responder Gordon
Piggott arrived moments before Critical
Care Paramedics Alan Cowley and Phil
Borthwick completed the team.
The team remained at scene for
approximately two hours carrying out a
complex resuscitation before Rob was
stable enough to be taken to Eastbourne
District General Hospital where he
received further life-saving treatment.
Critical Care Paramedic Alan Cowley said:
“I’m delighted that Rob has gone on
to make such a good recovery and the
family got to spend Christmas together.
Lilly-May, Miya-Rose and Grant all stayed
remarkably calm and worked together
to arrange the help Rob desperately
needed. Debbie and Rob should be very
proud of them all. Debbie and her friend
also did a great job in providing early CPR
which is vital. Rob’s recovery is thanks to

a chain of survival that included excellent
call taking and dispatching, early bystander CPR and advanced life support,
including several enhanced interventions
we were able to provide as CCPs, and of
course expert care in hospital.”
Debbie said: “The girls are so young
so they could have just frozen but they
stayed calm and worked with Grant really
well to let me know what was going
on. We’re very proud and so grateful to
everyone for what they did to help Rob.
We were able to have a good Christmas
and Rob is generally on the mend. It’s
lovely that we’ve been able to meet with
everyone and that the children’s actions
have been recognised in this way.”
Rob added: “Without the dedication,
professionalism and sheer determination
to save my life I wouldn’t be here.
The work of paramedics, doctors and
everyone involved in giving life back,
when all seems lost, is what makes all
medical professionals the backbone of
life and survival. They give people the
chance to live again.”
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SOUTH EAST COAST AMBULANCE SERVICE

New
ambulance
centre
to begin
operations
Ambulance crews have begun operating
out of South East Coast Ambulance
Service NHS Foundation Trust’s (SECAmb)
newest Make Ready Centre in Polegate,
East Sussex.
A phased opening saw clinicians begin to
report to the new centre, located at the
Polegate bypass roundabout on Monday
17th October.
All of Heathfield, Hailsham and Eastbourne
ambulance crews were reporting to the
new centre by the end of that week. They
were joined by colleagues from Newhaven
and Uckfield on October 31, when the
centre became fully operational.
SECAmb’s Make Ready system minimises
the risk of cross-infection; frees up frontline staff, who historically have cleaned
and re-stocked ambulances, to spend
more time treating patients; and keeps
vehicles on the road for longer. Speciallytrained operatives regularly deep-clean,
restock and check vehicles for mechanical
faults.
While ambulance staff will start and end
their shifts from the new centre the service
provided to the region will be maintained
with a number of dedicated Ambulance

Community Response Posts, (ACRPs),
where staff can rest between calls. Shifts
will also begin and end on a staggered
basis to ensure that ambulance cover is
maintained in all areas served by the new
centre.
The Trust is retaining an ambulance
community response post at all of its
ambulance station locations but the
introduction of Make Ready means that
the Trust does not require large stations to
store equipment and restock and maintain
vehicles. Eastbourne will be serviced by
two ACRPs and a response post has also
been established in Seaford.
The Trust will also continue to explore
other potential sites across its region for
additional response posts based on patient
demand.
SECAmb Paramedic and Operating Unit
Manager Giles Adams said: “A lot of
work has taken place ahead of the centre
becoming operational and we’re really

pleased to now be welcoming staff. This
way of working ensures we have a system
in place where our staff are spending more
time doing the job they are trained to do –
treating patients.
“The aim is to minimise the time when
crews are not available to respond to
patients. Crews will still respond from the
same towns under this system but will
begin and end their shifts at staggered
times at the new centre with a vehicle
prepared for them that is fully operational.
The new centre also ensures crews have
access to modern training facilities and
increased support from management.”
SECAmb has already developed four
purpose-built Make Ready centres in
Ashford and Paddock Wood in Kent and
Crawley and Tangmere in West Sussex. It
also has Make Ready Centres in Chertsey,
Hastings and Thanet.

What is Make Ready?
The Make Ready initiative
significantly enhances and improves
the service SECAmb provides to the
community.
The initiative ensures that speciallytrained operatives regularly deepclean, restock and check vehicles for
mechanical faults.
Make Ready Centres are supported
by a network of ambulance
community responses posts (ACRPs)
across the area with staff beginning
and ending their shifts at the new
centre.
During their shifts, staff will respond
from the ACRPs which will provide
facilities for staff. These are located
based on patient demand.
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LONDON AIR AMBULANCE

London’s Air Ambulance
strengthens board with three new trustees
London’s Air Ambulance, the charity
that delivers a 24/7 advanced trauma
team to critically injured people in
London, has strengthened its Board
with the appointment of three new
Trustees. The new Trustees, Adrian
Walker, Bob Forsyth and Ed Owen,
together bring a wealth of experience
across the charity, banking and
finance, communications, accounting,
audit and governance, and medical
research sectors.
Chairman of London’s Air Ambulance,
Mark Vickers said: “The past five years
have seen transformational growth in all
aspects of the Charity, not least in the
enhancement of frontline operations and
our service delivery capability, including
the acquisition and operation of a second
helicopter.
“Our strategy for the next five years will
focus on further improving our patient
care and developing long term prehospital clinical expertise through the
Institute. The appointments of Adrian,
Bob and Ed further strengthen our Board
to lead us through this next stage of our
development. They come at an exciting
time with our new CEO Jonathan Jenkins
taking up his role in the middle of next
month. It is fantastic to have been able
to attract such high calibre talent into the
Charity and we are delighted to welcome
them onto the Board.”
Adrian Walker, Managing Director,
Head of Global Transaction Banking,
Lloyds Banking Group
Adrian joined Lloyds Banking Group as
Managing Director of Leveraged Finance
in 2007 and became Head of Global
Transaction Banking in November 2015.
Adrian comes to London’s Air Ambulance
with over 30 years’ experience spanning
retail, corporate and investment banking
activities and is a highly experienced
leader and strategist, proficient in leading
transformational change and business
development.
Adrian Walker said: “I am thrilled to
be joining the Board of London’s Air
Ambulance. The Charity has my absolute
commitment and I will do my very best to
help it prosper and grow for the benefit of
Londoners and the capital’s many visitors.
I am honoured to be working with the
London’s Air Ambulance team.”
www.onthebell.co.uk

From L to R: Bob Forsyth, Ed Owen, Adrian Walker.

Bob Forsyth, Senior Assurance Partner,
Ernst & Young LLP
Bob has been a partner for Ernst &
Young since 1992, taking on various
management roles from Head of
Marketing to his current role as UK Head
of Audit Quality. As a client service partner,
Bob has helped many companies improve
their financial and corporate governance,
and developed the firm’s best practice
model for audit committees.
Bob Forsyth said: “I am thrilled to be
involved with London’s Air Ambulance and
its work in prehospital medicine. I have
huge respect for the medical, operational
and charity crew and I am looking forward
to working alongside them as they
continue to provide a life-saving service
to the capital. I am excited to offer my
support as the charity embarks on the next
chapter of its incredible journey.”
Ed Owen, Head of Engagement &
Communications, Medicines Discovery
Catapult (former CEO of Cystic
Fibrosis).
Before joining Medicines Discovery
Catapult in December 2016, Ed was Chief
Executive of the Cystic Fibrosis Trust,
one of the UK’s leading medical research
charities. Under his leadership, the Trust
implemented a new research strategy
and established plans for a national
clinical trials platform in cystic fibrosis.

Ed now leads work at the Catapult to
ensure medical research charities play
a greater role in future drug discovery
and development in the UK. Between
1997 and 2005 Ed was a government
adviser in the Home Office and Foreign &
Commonwealth Office.
Ed Owen said: “As someone who lives
and works in London I know how vital
London’s Air Ambulance is to the people
of this city. The service is run by a very
professional and hard-working team and
I am excited to be joining them. I look
forward to bringing my experience to
bear and to help the charity make an even
greater impact over the next few years.”
London’s Air Ambulance treats on
average five critically injured people in
London each day, performing medical
interventions at the scene of the incident
which are normally only found in a
hospital emergency department. Barts
Health NHS Trust provides the doctors
and some financial support and the
London Ambulance Service provides the
paramedics and expertise to dispatch
the service. The charity relies heavily on
voluntary donations and has a world
class reputation for delivering clinical
innovation and excellence at the scene of
the incident.
Find out more about the charity
and its people at:
londonsairambulance.co.uk.
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EAST OF ENGLAND AMBULANCE SERVICE

“Truly kind and
professional”:
Ambulance
service
commended in
patient survey
The East of England Ambulance Service
has been praised during the winter period
with compliments such as “Top class”,
“brilliant”, and “very professional” to
name a few.
More than 80 people responded to the
December experience survey, with almost
98% either satisfied or very satisfied with
the overall service received from the East
of England Ambulance Service NHS Trust
(EEAST).
Latest figures also revealed 100% of
respondents felt they could trust staff
and that they were treated with privacy,
dignity, and respect; the same score
reported in November’s survey.
A patient from Waveney said:
“Your staff were truly kind and

professional, they are worth their weight
in gold.”
Whilst another patient from mid Essex
said: “Excellent service, no improvement
needed.”
Other high scoring areas included
cleanliness of the interior of ambulances
and equipment used by staff, and
appearance of ambulance service staff;
with 100% of respondents finding all
acceptable.
It was also revealed that almost 95% of
people felt the handling of their 999 calls
were either acceptable or very acceptable.
A patient from west Norfolk described the
service as: “Top class, courteous and very
friendly.”

An area for improvement was the length
of time people waited for an ambulance,
with 91% finding it either fairly
acceptable, acceptable, or very acceptable.
Chief Executive Robert Morton said: “I’m
delighted with the latest feedback from
our patients. These continuous positive
responses show how highly the vast
majority of patients rate our service.
“This is a result of the exceptional level of
care our staff and volunteers deliver every
day and I’d like to thank them for their
dedication over an extremely challenging
winter period.”
To view the reports in full visit:
www.eastamb.nhs.uk/performance/
Patient-experience-report-emergencyservices-december-2016.pdf

Life-saving teachers recognised
by ambulance service
Four teachers at a school in Bedford
have been recognised by the county’s
ambulance service after they saved the life
of a young pupil.
On 10th January the four-year-old boy was
eating lunch at Castle Newnham School
when he began to choke on his food.
Immediately, nearby teachers Idi Diallo,
Julia Smith, Jo Kearney, and Rachel Mellor
swooped into action and called 999.
Thankfully, after following expert advice
from East of England Ambulance Service
NHS Trust (EEAST) Call Handler Hugo Brice,
the teachers were able to dislodge the
piece of food obstructing his airway.
Minutes later paramedics Steven
Langridge, Jonathan Rhodes, and student
paramedics George Bridewell and Sarah
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Simpson arrived and provided expert
medical care.
The boy was taken to Bedford Hospital
where he went on to make a good
recovery before being sent home and the
lifesaving teachers were awarded with
commendations from the Trust for their
efforts.
Idi, who called 999, said: “It was a really
scary situation but the advice given over
the phone by Hugo was really calming and
reassuring, which is just what we needed
at the time.”
Julia said: “It’s lovely to be recognised for
what we did, but all that matters is that
the young boy is alive now. At the time
you don’t think of ‘what if’, but it could
well have been a different outcome had

From L–R: Sarah Simpson, Rachel Mellor, Jo
Kearney, Idi Diallo, Julia Smith, and Steven
Langridge

the ambulance staff not arrived as quickly
as they did.”
Speaking after the meet up, Steven said:
“It was fantastic to see him doing so well,
just being able to be a young boy enjoying
himself at school again, it was very heart
warming.”
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WEST MIDLANDS AMBULANCE SERVICE

WMAS increases HART teams
to a magnificent seven
West Midlands Ambulance Service
(WMAS) is investing over £400,000 to
strengthen its Hazardous Area Response
Team (HART) beyond the standard national
requirements.
The Trust has to have 42 HART
paramedics, which breaks down into seven
teams of six. However, in order to add
extra resilience, WMAS has employed an
extra seven HART paramedics to ensure an
operational capability of seven teams of
seven.
HART provides paramedic care to patients
within a hazardous environment that
would otherwise be beyond the reach
of NHS care. This can include working
at height, collapsed structures or within
contaminated environments. HART staff
can also operate within the Warm Zone
of a firearms incident to triage, treat and
extricate patients.
Having an additional seventh member of
the team also allows them to provide a
more robust response to HART incidents

but also the seventh member of the team
can work with Trust staff at bariatric
incidents using specialist equipment that
has been issued to HART. All ambulances
are able to carry a bariatric stretcher. They
are held at each hub as well as specialist
bariatric vehicles across the Trust.
HART and Special Operations Manager
for WMAS, James Price, said: “The
significance of the Trust’s decision to
extend our HART teams cannot be
underestimated.
“Not only does it give us increased
resilience in terms of a job HART are
required to attend, it also further develops
the skillset of an additional seven members
of staff into the diverse operating
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environment of Hazardous Area Response
Teams.
“By increasing the number of HART
paramedics within the West Midlands, we
are further enhancing the service patients
receive throughout the region when calling
999 in their hour of need.”
WMAS trialled the Urban Search and
Rescue element of HART in 2008,
before going fully live with the incident
response unit and its associated specialist
vehicles in 2009. During the next two
years WMAS HART was at the forefront
of implementing both the inland water
capability and firearms element that can
now be seen in HART teams across the
country.
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WELSH AMBULANCE SERVICE

Chris collects Queen’s
Ambulance Service Medal
after birthday honours
recognition
A Welsh Ambulance Service boss has
spoken of his pride after receiving the
Queen’s Ambulance Service Medal.
Chris Sims, Head of Operations –
Resilience, was presented with the medal
by Prince Charles at a ceremony held on
10th February 2017 at Buckingham Palace.
It comes after he was named as the
recipient of the award, which was
established to recognise individuals’
distinguished and meritorious service, in
the Birthday Honours List in 2016.
Chris, from Cardiff, said the occasion was
made even more special by having his wife
Lesley and daughters Charlotte, Brittany
and Kaitlin in attendance.
He said: “It was amazing and so well
organised, it was incredible really. It was
nice to have the family there and Prince
Charles was doing the investiture.
“Everybody gets a chance to have a chat
with him and he asked me what it was like
working for the ambulance service and
how long I’d been in the job.
“I was immensely proud to know my
family was sat there in the audience when
I think of all the years I’ve done this job
and missed a few birthdays through shift
work and various things.
“It was nice to be able to involve them in
something like this as a thanks to them.”
Chris has been a stalwart with the Welsh
Ambulance Service for almost 32 years and
has held no less than 18 different roles in
that time.
He started his career with the then South
Glamorgan Ambulance Service as part of
the Patient Care Service before joining the
Emergency Medical Service.
After becoming a paramedic, he rose
through the ranks to work in the control
room and has since undertaken a large
number of roles including Regional Staff
Officer and Regional Director.
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The Welsh Ambulance Service’s Head
of Operations – Resilience, Chris Sims,
collects his Queen’s Ambulance Service
Medal at Buckingham Palace.
He was also operational lead for the
creation of the Trust’s new South East
regional headquarters at Vantage Point
House in Cwmbran.
More recently, Chris has been responsible
for the rollout and management of the
service’s Hazardous Area Response Teams
(HART), before taking on his current role
in 2014.
Tracy Myhill, Chief Executive of the Welsh
Ambulance Service, said: “Chris has been
at the forefront of a number of important
developments within the Trust and
that’s why we’re proud that he has been
recognised in such a distinguished manner.
“We hope that he and his family enjoyed
the investiture on what must have been a
memorable day for all of them.”

Welsh Ambulance
Service appoints new
Director of Planning
and Performance
The Welsh Ambulance Service has
appointed a new Director of Planning
and Performance.
Hannah Evans, who previously held
the post on an interim basis, has been
awarded the role permanently following
a full recruitment search.
Hannah, who is based in the South East
Region Headquarters at Vantage Point
House in Cwmbran, first joined the Trust
as Head of Strategic Development in
June 2015 before taking up the interim
post in September of the same year.
Her previous experience includes roles
as Head of Planning at the Welsh
Government and Assistant Director of
Planning at Aneurin Bevan Health Board.
Hannah, who lives in Cardiff, said she
was delighted to be able to build on the
work she has started since joining the
service.
She said: “I am very proud to have been
offered the post of Director of Planning
and Performance for the Trust.
“Working for the Welsh Ambulance
Service is a privilege and I have witnessed
first-hand the fantastic work carried out
by our colleagues to provide quality care
to patients across Wales.
“I’m now looking forward to carrying on
the improvement journey that we have
already set out on.”
Chief Executive Tracy Myhill said: “We
are delighted that Hannah has accepted
the Director of Planning and Performance
role.
“Her wealth of knowledge and
experience of NHS planning at Health
Board and Welsh Government levels has
already proved invaluable to us.
“Having strong, collaborative, inclusive
and courageous leadership is crucial
to the organisation and Hannah’s
contribution to the Executive Team
during her tenure as Interim Director has
clearly demonstrated such qualities and
approach.
“We would like to
congratulate Hannah
and wish her every
success as she takes
up the position on a
substantive basis.”
Hannah Evans, the
Welsh Ambulance
Service’s Director
of Planning and
Performance.
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WELSH AMBULANCE SERVICE

Volunteer Lifesaver thanked
after attending 2,000
emergency calls
A volunteer lifesaver has been recognised
after attending 2,000 emergency calls.
Clayton Watts has supported members of
the community in Llanelli as a Community
First Responder (CFR) with the Welsh
Ambulance Service for the last five and a
half years.
He has now been thanked by the Trust for
his dedication after recently going to his
2,000th call out.
Since joining the Llanelli First Responder
scheme Clayton has helped more than
100 patients in cardiac arrest, who were in
urgent need of lifesaving care.
First responders are volunteers who give
up their spare time to attend appropriate
999 calls and give first hand emergency
care to people in their own community.
They are trained by the Trust to
administer basic first aid, oxygen therapy,
cardiopulmonary resuscitation and the use
of a defibrillator.
First responders do not replace the
normal response of a paramedic in a
rapid response vehicle or a crew in an
emergency ambulance, but support the
patient until they arrive.

“It’s a definite sense of satisfaction when
relatives recognise you days later in a shop
or on the street and thank you for being
there for their relative, which I also pass on
to the crews who attended.
“I’m proud to be part of a service that
makes a difference in people’s lives. It’s
a privilege to work alongside amazing
professional Paramedics, Technicians and
other CFRs.”
Clayton’s main job is working as a
children’s entertainer, performing at
parties, events, on cruise ships and at
caravan parks.
As well as assisting patients as a first
responder, he has also organised
fundraising events for the Llanelli, Burry
Port and Pontyberem CFR schemes, which
between them raised around £4,500.
Last year he volunteered to take part in the
Shoctober campaign, which saw pupils at
200 primary schools across Wales taught
cardiopulmonary resuscitation.

Clayton described being part of the CFR
scheme as a ‘privilege’.

First Responder Officer Stephen Roberts
said: “We’d like to thank Clayton
for his dedication, commitment and
continual support to his community
while responding to emergency 999 calls
alongside our Emergency Medical Services
resources.

He said: “What I get out of being a first
responder is helping those in their hour of
need.

We are extremely proud of Clayton and
all our volunteers, who support the Welsh
Ambulance Services NHS Trust in giving

First Responder Officer Stephen Roberts
thanks Clayton Watts, who recently
attended his 2,000th emergency call.
the best possible pre-hospital care to our
patients.
By Clayton becoming a Community First
Responder he has learned lifesaving skills
and by being part of a community team,
has made a difference to people facing life
threatening emergencies.”

If you would like to find out more about
joining an existing CFR team or starting
one from scratch, please e-mail your
regional officer for Central and West
Wales at amb_first.responder.central@
wales.nhs.uk
To become a First Responder you must be
over 18 years of age, be physically fit and
hold a clean UK driving licence.
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WEST MIDLANDS POLICE

Top cop hits the ground
running – in more ways
than one!
The new top cop at Sandwell Police is
aiming to hit the ground running − and
not just because of his love of charity
marathon runs.
Richard Baker has been appointed as
Commander of Sandwell Neighbourhood
Policing Unit after climbing the ranks
during more than 20 years with the force.
An early priority for the temporary Chief
Superintendent − who has raised £10,000
for the Diabetes Research Foundation from
running marathons − is to get out and
meet local communities.
This will help him to learn about the issues
which impact on them the most – with the
aim of keeping the borough a safe and
secure place to live.
The married father-of-three said: “I
feel incredibly privileged to have been
given the opportunity to lead policing in
Sandwell.
“I have never worked in this area of the
West Midlands before but everyone I
More than 100 motorists have been
caught using their mobile phone at
the wheel in just two days, as traffic
cops use new stronger penalties to
crackdown on distracted drivers in the
West Midlands.
Officers from the Central Motorway
Police Group (CMPG) are enforcing the
tougher Government laws which mean a
£200 fine and six penalty points for those
caught.
A week-long police crackdown has been
launched by CMPG – which is made up of
officers from West Midlands, Staffordshire
and West Mercia police forces – to
coincide with the increased punishments
which came into force on Wednesday 1
March.
There have already been 117 drivers
caught for being distracted at the wheel
on routes around the region – including
busy stretches such as the M6, M5 and
M42.
Both marked and unmarked vehicles are
being used to catch motorists illegally
using their phones or any other mobile
technology to make calls, text or browse
the internet.
This includes a white, HGV cab which
allows officers to be at the same level as
lorry drivers to spot those breaking the
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have spoken to who does, or has worked
in Sandwell, has nothing but positive
comments.
“Crime trends are continually changing
but one thing that remains the same is the
determination to keep Sandwell a safe and
happy place to be.”
Richard started as a beat bobby in
Chelmsley Wood, Solihull, and within 10
years was an Inspector at Coventry.
He progressed to Detective Superintendent
in CID where he helped solve several gangrelated killings.
In 2012, he was made a Superintendent in
Birmingham and more recently has been
part of the counter-terrorism unit.
Richard said: “I believe that policing is not
a career but a vocation; and making a
difference every day is what we should be
aiming to achieve.
“I will look to continue the outstanding
partnership and community work which
has been on-going in Sandwell.
law, and look down on unsuspecting
motorists in cars or other light vehicles.
An officer alongside the driver is able to
spot offenders and record footage for
evidence.
Inspector Sion Hathaway, from CMPG,
said: “Using a mobile phone has been
illegal since 2003 but some motorists are
still putting their own and others’ lives at
risk by driving while using a hand-held
device.
“It only takes a momentary lapse in
concentration to cause a collision and
with these stronger punishments you now
stand to get six points on your licence,
plus the likelihood of being banned from
the road if caught twice.
“Being distracted can put road users in
real danger; drivers should ask themselves
how they would feel if someone was
seriously injured or killed as a result of
not paying attention while driving. And it
could end up with the offender spending
several years in prison.”
Studies have found driver reaction times
when using a mobile phone are 30 per
cent slower than someone who is just
above the drink drive limit; and 50 per
cent slower than under normal driving
conditions.

“There is greater demand for all public
services and I am committed to ensuring
that we continue to work on intervention
and prevention − nipping issues in the
bud early. This will allow us to focus on
immediate priorities.”
The 44-year-old may not be pounding
the streets as much as during his days
as a beat bobby – but he is still happy to
exercise miles at a time.
“I am an avid sports fan and love training;
I run the London Marathon every year and
several half marathons to raise money for
charity.
“Over the years I have raised about
£10,000 for the Juvenile Diabetes Research
Foundation – which is a cause close to
my heart as my eldest daughter was
diagnosed with Type 1 diabetes in 2012.
“It is something I enjoy – until about
the 23rd mile – so if you see me jogging
through the streets of Sandwell don’t be
shy in giving me a wave.”

Research also indicates that drivers using
mobile phones are four times more
likely to be involved in a crash involving
damage to property or serious injury.
West Midlands Police and Crime
Commissioner David Jamieson, who
brought in the original ban on driving
while on a mobile phone back in 2003,
added: “These tougher penalties are
welcomed by all sensible road users as
driving while using a handheld mobile
phone is potentially lethal.
“This is about saving lives. Studies have
found that motorists who talk on their
handheld phone while driving are four
times more likely to crash. Statistics also
show that in just five years there were
more than 3,000 accidents involving a
driver on the phone.
“These tougher penalties are therefore
only a good thing – and the vast majority
of the public agrees.
“But I want it to go further. I’d like to
see local groups benefit from the higher
fines. It is only right that the fines from
such reckless drivers help pay to keep our
roads safe.”
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Over 1,000 people apply for Police
Community Support Officer posts
Each new
recruit will join a
neighbourhood
policing team,
placing them at
the heart of our communities, dealing
with issues that affect the lives of people
who live and work across the West
Midlands.

More than 1000 people applied to
become the face of community policing
across the West Midlands in the latest
recruitment drive.
The force opened PCSO recruitment
in January – and for the first time ever
West Midlands Police offered its potential
new recruits the chance to achieve a
professional qualification while they work.
The force is looking to enlist 150 new
Police Community Support Officers by
2020, alongside the recruitment of 800
officers and 200 specialist staff over the
next three years.
Of the 1014 applicants, 61 per cent were
men while 31 of the potential recruits
were aged over 50. Nearly 30 per cent
of all applications were from black or
minority ethnic communities.
As part of the force’s new way of
working, every successful PCSO
applicant will be placed on a professional
development programme which will
see them gain a Level 3 qualification in
Customer Service.
The force also worked with the Job
Centre Plus to encourage applications
from members of local communities
seeking a pathway back into work by
helping candidates with some of the skills
required to build confidence and improve
their performance during application and
interview.
www.onthebell.co.uk

Ali Layne-Smith, the force’s new director
of People and Organisation Development
is delighted so many people are interested
in a police career. “This recruitment
programme marks a new focus for us as
a force, as we offer a whole development
programme aimed at helping people
progress in their career with us,” she said.
“It’s heartening to see that we have
received so many applications –
particularly across the whole spectrum of
communities, ages and faiths groups that
call the West Midlands home.”
The programme is a pilot for the force as
part of the People Deal and will launch
with the placement of the new PCSOs on
their Neighbourhood Policing Units from
July 2017. At that stage the new officers
will have already completed their six week
PCSO training at Tally Ho.

The PCSO recruitment drive follows
closely on the heels of our recent
campaign to recruit the first wave of 800
PCs into the force by 2020. The force
received a total of 3266 applications from
members of the public, plus a further
118 submissions from current members
of West Midlands Police staff and the
region’s Special Constabulary. Of the 3266
external applicants, 2300 were men and
966 were from women while 33 per cent
of the potential recruits are from minority
ethnic communities.
Chief Constable Dave Thompson said:
“The area we police is richly diverse,
with around 30 per cent of local
people coming from ethnic minority
backgrounds. We want our force to
reflect that and it is key that communities
know that we have a strong commitment
to diversity and inclusion.
“The fact that over 1000 of the PC
candidates and 300 of the PCSO
applicants are from BME backgrounds is
hugely encouraging.”

The study should take approximately 18
months to fully complete and will be
largely work based, where individually
assigned assessors will visit candidates at
their police base to develop and assess
competence and knowledge for the
qualification, which is closely aligned to
the redefined PCSO role.
The PCSO professional development
programme will be co-ordinated by the
West Midlands Police Recruitment Team
and the qualification will be delivered by
South & City College.
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WEST MIDLANDS POLICE

West Midlands Police
judged ‘good’
in the latest HMIC
police inspection
West Midlands Police has been assessed
as good overall in the latest PEEL
Effectiveness report released on March
2nd by Her Majesty’s Inspector of
Constabulary (HMIC).
The report, which rates every police force
in the country, says West Midlands Police
is good at preventing crime, tackling antisocial behaviour and keeping people safe,
highlighting the broad range of methods
used to communicate with the public.
The force was also assessed as good
at investigating crime and reducing
re-offending, praising the new crime
recording process which ensures
victims are regularly updated. Offender
management has also achieved consistent
reductions in re-offending by serial
offenders.
The report says improvement is required
in investigating offences involving
vulnerable victims and working with
other public service organisations to keep
people safe. It recommends better risk

assessment of domestic abuse victims and
missing children.
The force is good at tackling serious and
organised crime, saying there are a variety
of effective projects in place to deter
people from becoming involved.
HMIC acknowledges that the force has
effective specialist capabilities and is
well prepared to respond to an attack
which requires an armed response and
has thoroughly assessed the threat of a
terrorist attack.
Deputy Chief Constable Louisa Rolfe said:
“We continue to strive to reduce crime
and ensure our communities are safe
places for the residents and visitors of the
West Midlands force area.
“We are pleased with the outcome of
the report and that HMIC recognises the
work we are doing.
“We acknowledge that improvements
still need to be made in protecting
vulnerable members of our society and

we are continuing to invest in our Public
Protection Unit, which has significantly
increased in size in recent years and
continues to do so.
“A team dedicated to finding missing
people has been introduced in the past
year, aimed at reducing the time and
resources required to return missing
people to safety and providing support to
prevent them from being absent again in
the future.”
Police and Crime Commissioner David
Jamieson said: “I welcome this report
showing that West Midlands Police
is effective at keeping people safe,
preventing and reducing crime.
“I recognise that there are improvements
that need to be made to safeguarding
and will work with the force to bring
them about.”

ASSOCIATION OF AIR AMBULANCES

Threefold increase of laser
attacks on HEMS aircraft
Following local reports of laser attacks
on Helicopter Emergency Medical Service
(HEMS) aircraft in November 2016,
the Association of Air Ambulances has
conducted a survey with its air operator
membership and found that the reported
number of three incidents in 2015
increased to 10 during 2016.
These incidents are potentially extremely
dangerous, distracting pilots and with
unknown health impact on the vision of
the flight crew; the fact that the general
public target helicopters is very serious and
from the AAA’s investigations appears to
be a growing problem.
Air Ambulances are either attending a
seriously ill patient or carrying patients
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and the crew who are treating them to
hospital. These attacks are potentially
extremely dangerous, putting the patient,
crew and general public at risk in the event
that a laser disorientates a pilot, resulting
in a life-threatening serious incident.
The risk to the loss of life from these acts
of stupidity by unwitting people is not
acceptable, not to mention against the
law, and can result in prosecution from the
Police.
We encourage the general public to
not point lasers at any aircraft under
any circumstances and, if witnessing an
individual pointing laser pens at any type
of aircraft, they should notify the Police
immediately.

More information on the Association of
Air Ambulances and the air ambulance
community can be found by visiting:
www.aoaa.org.uk.
www.onthebell.co.uk

GMB@WORK

Protest over privatisation
of Barnsley Hospital
Barnsley Central MP Dan Jarvis has backed
a GMB campaign against the privatisation
of Barnsley hospital.
Demonstrators were expected to gather
outside the hospital on Wednesday 15th
March in anger at a deal which raises
a potential conflict of interest for the
directors.(1)
The trust which runs the hospital lost a
massive £16.2million last year and is now
embarking on a frenzied drive to slash
costs.
But the lion’s share of these losses come
from “contractual penalties” from private
firms and “additional spend on agency
staff”.
Unbelievably, these are not the issues
addressed in the plan for cut-backs.
Instead, the Trust envisages even greater
out-sourcing of jobs and services to the
very same private companies that were
responsible for the issues in the first place.
This initially involves the out-sourcing
of estates maintenance, portering,
procurement and other non-clinical
departments, but will eventually involve all
non-clinical staff.

6 in 10 Want
National
Taxation to Fund
Social Care, GMB
Reveals
Overwhelming public support for Budget
action on £2.6 billion care shortfall and
backing for a new National Care Service,
as union tells PM to “buck stops in
Downing Street “
New polling commissioned by GMB,
the union for care workers, reveals
widespread public support for national
general taxation to be used to fund the
shortfall in social care budgets.
In December 2016, Communities
Secretary Sajid Javid revealed councils
would be allowed to raise an extra 3%
from their local population this year and
3% next year to fund social care, bringing
forward planned increases of 2% a year.
The newly released polling, commissioned
by GMB and conducted by Survation
reveals that 6 in 10 (61%) believe social
care funding should be increased through
www.inattendance.co.uk

However the directors of the private
company – Barnsley Hospital Services
Limited (BHSS) – are directors and nonexecutive directors of Barnsley Hospital
NHS Trust, exposing a fundamental conflict
of interests.[2]
GMB says this raises huge questions over
what the directors stand to gain from the
new company.
Stacey Booth, GMB Organiser, said:
“This protest shows how angry people are
– we do not want privatisation in Barnsley.
We need answers.
“The Trust has not explained their claims
the new arrangement will save money for
patient care – or what the directors stand
to gain by being he directors of BHSS
as well as directors and non-executive
directors of Barnsley Hospital NHS Trust.
“GMB believes that those who do the
work, on the frontline every day, to keep
the NHS going should not have to worry
about their jobs and conditions; and that
all hospital services should be brought
back – within house – as the first step to
financial prudence and simple decency.”
taxes gathered nationally, compared to
just one in five (20%) adults in the UK
who believe social care funding should
be funded by increasing local council
taxes. Only 8% believe social care funding
should not increase.
The polling of UK adults also reveals:
Nine in ten (90%) said it was important
the Government used this week’s Budget
to commit to providing the funds to
address a predicted £2.6 billion shortfall in
adult social care funding, with just 3.6%
disagreeing
Eight in ten (81%) believe cuts to adult
social care have contributed to additional
pressure on the NHS with just 7.4%
disagreeing
Seven in ten (70%) back a National
Care Service aiming to have consistent
service across the country, with just
17.9% preferring funding through local
councils
Three quarters (76%) believe care
workers - who earn £8.50 an hour on
average - are paid too little and just 3.9%
believe they are paid too much
In the wake of warnings from the Local
Government Association (LGA) last month
that councils face a £2.6 billion shortfall
in social care funding, GMB called on
the Prime Minister to “get a grip” on the
crisis engulfing the sector.

Dan Jarvis, MP for Barnsley Central, said:
“Having raised our concerns with the
Chief Executive of Barnsley Hospital last
month, my fellow MPs from neighbouring
constituencies and I will raise further
concerns this week as we do not believe
that the outsourcing of non-clinical
departments to this subsidiary company is
in the best interests of staff and patients.
“Whilst we appreciate the Trust has to
consider a range of options in the current
challenging financial climate, it is vital that
any decision does not lead to deterioration
in staff’s terms and conditions and the
creation of a ‘two-tier’ workforce.”
[1] GMB held a protest at 17:00, Wednesday
15 March, Barnsley Hospital, Pogmoor Road
Entrance, S75 2ET
[2] https://beta.companieshouse.gov.uk/
company/08031875/filing-history

Rehana Azam, GMB National Secretary
said “There is widespread public support
for adult social care to be properly funded
by national general taxation. The public
recognise the scale of the crisis facing
social care and that the buck stops at
Downing Street.
“The Prime Minister’s attempt to solve
this problem through local council tax
increases is a sticking plaster and we
support councils that are doing what they
can - but it is not a sustainable solution.
“There is overwhelming public support
for immediate Government action in this
week’s Budget to provide funds to plug
the eye-watering £2.6 billion black hole in
adult social care funding.
“It’s quite clear cuts to care funding have
mounted pressure on our NHS - the public
agrees, taking the view that funding
should be increased nationally and
backing a National Care Service to ensure
consistency in service.
“Our care workers do an incredible job,
earning just £8.50 an hour on average.
Far from being overpaid, the public is
quite clear that these dedicated frontline
public servants are paid too little. They
need the necessary resources, tools,
and support to provide the dignity their
patients deserve and the public expect.”
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JOB VACANCY
On the Bell Magazine

National Police and Ambulance Services
Advertising Sales Consultant

On the Bell magazine is published quarterly and is the emergency
services magazine, sent free of charge to police and ambulance
stations and rescue organisations throughout the UK. The
magazine relies on the generous support of advertisers and
sponsors to underwrite the costs of production and distribution.
There is now an excellent opportunity for an applicant with good
knowledge of the emergency services and supplier base, to
work from home on a self-employed basis, selling advertising to
national suppliers of emergency services equipment and services.
Remuneration is through a generous and proven sales
commission scheme. Hours of work are a minimum 15/week
and maximum 40/week and can be worked flexibly to suit the
successful applicant.
D&M Heritage, the publishers of the magazine, will provide
full training and support to the successful applicant.

Please apply in the first instance by sending
your CV and covering letter by email to:
Jeremy Mills, Publisher,
On The Bell magazine
Email: Jeremy@dandmheritage.co.uk

